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Asset pricing under information with stochastic volatility
Bertram D¨ uring
Abstract Based on a general speciﬁcation of the asset speciﬁc pricing kernel, we
develop a pricing model using an information process with stochastic volatility. We
derive analytical asset and option pricing formulas. The asset prices in this rational
expectations model exhibit crash-like, strong downward movements. The resulting
option pricing formula is consistent with the strong negative skewness and high levels
of kurtosis observed in empirical studies. Furthermore, we determine credit spreads
in a simple structural model.
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1 Introduction
Asset pricing for stocks, bonds, or derivatives is based on expectations about fu-
ture cash ﬂows and risk preferences. This view is emphasized by an equilibrium ap-
proach, the stochastic discount factor or pricing kernel approach, which goes back
to Rubinstein (1976) and Brennan (1979). Another, traditional approach is to specify
an asset price process exogenously and price by no-arbitrage arguments. The seminal
example of this approach is Black and Scholes (1973) paper on pricing of European-
style options. Bick (1987) reconciles both approaches by showing that the geometric
Brownian motion is consistent with a representative investor economy and that given
the representative investor maximizes a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function
over terminal wealth and the asset represents total wealth, such a stochastic process
implies constant relative risk aversion.
In this paper we follow the pricing kernel approach. The pricing kernel has the
important property that the forward asset price equals the expected value of the prod-
uct of the terminal asset value and the pricing kernel. Mathematically, the pricing
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kernel characterizes the change from the subjective probability measure P to the risk-
neutral (or equivalent martingale) measure Q. It is also known as the Radon-Nikodym
derivative of Q with respect to P. In this view, any pricing problem is completely de-
termined by the distribution of terminal asset value and the shape of the asset speciﬁc
pricing kernel (ASPK). The asset speciﬁc pricing kernel is the pricing kernel con-
ditioned on the payoffs of an asset. For a detailed discussion of the pricing kernel
and the asset speciﬁc pricing kernel we refer the reader to the textbook of Cochrane
(2001) as well as to the articles of Cˆ amara (2003, 2005).
Rubinstein (1976) and Brennan (1979) make explicit assumptions on the dis-
tribution and the ASPK. More precisely, they assume a representative investor and
thus the representative investor’s utility function characterizes the ASPK. Similar,
Black and Scholes (1973) assume that the underlying is lognormally distributed, i.e.,
the information process follows a geometric Brownian motion, and investors are con-
stant relative risk averse, or the asset speciﬁc pricing kernel has constant elasticity
with respect to the underlying asset (see Bick, 1987; Franke et al., 1999). These as-
sumptions lead to simple, explicit pricing formulas. However, empirical research re-
vealed that they are not able to explain important effects in real ﬁnancial markets,
e.g. the volatility smile (or skew) in option prices, serial correlation in asset returns
and excess and random volatility. One approach to explain such effects was to incor-
porate learning effects (e.g. Campbell and Cochrane, 1999) and irrational behavior
as overconﬁdence (e.g. Daniel et. al., 2001). Another venue of literature analyzes the
effect of risk preferences. Empirical studies by Ait-Sahalia and Lo (2000), Jackwerth
(2000) and Rosenberg and Engle (2002) suggest that the pricing kernel is not of the
constant elasticity type.
Several papers have analyzed the impact of non-constant elasticity on option
prices (see e.g. Benninga and Mayshar, 2000; Franke et al., 1999). Among others,
Franke et al.(1999),L¨ uders and Franke(2004)andD¨ uring and L¨ uders(2005)showed
that declining relative risk aversion leads to serial correlation in asset returns and
smile effects in option implied volatility. D¨ uring and L¨ uders (2005) provided ex-
plicit, analytical option pricing formulas for ASPKs with declining elasticity, when
the underlying information process follows a lognormal, log-gamma, normal or uni-
form, with a single risk factor. Other authors (e.g. Cˆ amara, 2003; Schroder, 2004;
Vitiello and Poon, 2006) recently also extended their approaches to alternative distri-
butions and utility functions, where they focus on preferences and distributions which
yield risk neutral valuation relationships, i.e. pricing formulas without any preference
parameter.
However, all these models only include a single risk factor. In real ﬁnancial mar-
kets, not only asset returns are subject to risk, but also the estimate of the riskiness
is typically subject to signiﬁcant uncertainty. To incorporate such additional source
of randomness into an asset pricing model, one has to introduce a second risk factor.
This also allows to ﬁt higher moments of the asset return distribution. In the tradi-
tional pricing approach mentioned above, one of the most prominent works in this
direction is the Heston (1993) model. Based on an exogenous asset price process
with stochastic volatility, explicit option pricing formulas are derived. The Heston
(1993) model can be used successfully and allows also to be ﬁtted to market data.
However, empirical tests of the model in Bakshi et al. (1997) have shown that the3
ﬁtted parameters are not consistent with parameters from time series data. This is
economically unsatisfactory, since the model parameters loose their economic inter-
pretation. In particular, the model demands for unreasonable levels of correlation and
volatility of volatility to match the skewness and kurtosis effects observed in market
option prices. Generally, an exogenously given price process seems unpleasant from
an economic point of view, since any price process which cannot be supported by an
economic model, lacks an economic justiﬁcation and is subject to the objection of
being arbitrary.
The focus of this paper is to derive analytical asset pricing formulas which impose
as little as possible restrictions on the shape of the ASPK and include a second, corre-
lated risk factor in the modelling of the information process. To this end, we consider
an information process that is driven by a two-dimensional diffusion. Our approach
is based on a class of ASPKs with declining elasticity. In this class of ASPKs, we de-
rive analytical asset and option pricing formulas and determine credit spreads using
a structural model approach.
Our approach should not be confused with the (also called) two-dimensional risk-
neutral valuation relationships in Franke et al. (2007). In fact, their approach is quite
different from ours. They use a (declining elasticity) pricing kernel with two pa-
rameters, whereas we employ the generalized pricing kernels originally proposed in
L¨ uders and Franke (2004). Moreover, Franke et al. (2007) propose a generalized log-
normal distribution with two parameters. We use an information process driven by a
two-dimensional diffusion with correlation, i.e. we introduce stochastic volatility as
anadditionalriskfactor.Thenwederiveexplicitformulasforthecaseofanon-central
chi-squared distribution of the volatility. We do not restrict ourselves to risk-neutral
valuation relationships, but are interested in deriving explicit formulas to obtain a
better understanding of the impact of investor preferences on asset pricing.
The contribution of our pricing model to the existing asset and option pricing lit-
erature consists of several aspects: The enhanced ﬂexibility of our two-dimensional
model allows for more accurate analytical and tractable asset and option pricing for-
mulas. For example, our model provides an explanation for crash-like phenomena in
time series of asset prices based on a rational expectations approach. It also seems to
be a promising approach for pricing options on a stock index as the S&P 500, since it
allows to ﬁt reasonable levels of kurtosis and skewness while using model parameters
from time-series data. Credit spreads computed from our model in a simple structural
model framework show quantitatively and qualitatively nice features. Moreover, our
approach provides a convenient and more precise way to analyze the quantitative
implications of non-constant elasticity of the ASPK. Also, since only the expected
terminal distribution of the underlying needs to be known it presents an interesting
model to price options when the underlying is not traded as, for example, with real
options.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the market model and the
class of generalized ASPKs. In Section 3 the general valuation approach using the
generalized characterization of the ASPK is shown. Based on this class of ASPKs,
we derive analytical pricing formulas for assets and European options, when the ﬁnal
distribution at time T is characterized by an information process that is driven by
a two-dimensional diffusion with stochastic volatility. Furthermore, we determine4
credit spreads in a simple structural model. In Section 4, we investigate the inﬂuence
of non-constant elasticity of the ASPK and stochastic volatility of the information
process on asset and option prices and credit spreads. The paper is completed by a
short conclusion.
2 The model
Throughout this paper we consider a market with a given time horizon T > 0. We
assume that the asset does not pay any dividends until terminal date T. To simplify
the presentation we consider forward asset prices in this paper. Alternatively, one can
assume the riskless interest rate to be zero. The fundamental asset pricing equation
states that in an arbitrage free market the price of an asset is given by the expected
future value of the asset, where the expectation is taken under some equivalent mar-




ft,T dP, ∀A ∈ FT,
with the physical measure P and the asset speciﬁc pricing kernel ft,T. Given the
equivalent martingale measure is deﬁned by the ASPK ft,T, the forward asset price
Ft for 0 ≤t ≤ T can be written as
Ft = EQ[IT] = E[ITft,T|Ft],
where IT is the value of an information process at the terminal date T and the ﬁltra-
tion Ft characterizes the information available at time 0 ≤ t ≤ T. Here and in the
following E[ ] denotes the expected value with respect to the subjective measure P.
The information process is exogenously given and deﬁned as the conditional expec-
tation of the terminal value of the underlying asset, i.e. It = E[FT|Ft]. Due to the
deﬁnition of the information process It, the value IT is equal to the terminal time
T value of the underlying. This may be either some liquidation value at time T or
simply the asset price at time T. Since the information process characterizes condi-
tional expectations, it is a martingale; its drift is zero. Otherwise, the investor could
improve his forecasts by anticipating the expected change in his forecasts. Assum-
ing such an exogenous information process to model the information in the economy
is common. The main advantages of this approach are that it is a parsimonious and
intuitive way to characterize the ﬁltration and that it has an economic interpretation,
see Franke et al. (1999).
It follows that the price of a European call option with strike price K and expira-
tion date T is given by
Ct = E[max(IT −K,0)ft,T|Ft], 0 ≤t ≤ T.
Throughout this paper, we will assume that the distribution of IT and the ﬁltration
(Ft)t∈[0,T] areexogenouslygiven.OuremphasisistoanalyzetheimpactoftheASPK
on asset prices, European option prices and credit spreads.5
We do not restrict ourselves to a single investor. Given a heterogeneous group of
investors, however, it is known that their aggregation to a representative investor is
non-trivial. Therefore, we here do not derive an equilibrium, and will simply assume
the existence of a pricing kernel. Concerning the viability dicussion in two factor
models we refer to Pham and Touzi (1996). They derive viability conditions from
the representative investor’s optimality condition and show that viability in the two-
factor model implies that the pricing kernel is a deterministic function of time, wealth
and volatility. Since we are interested in deriving explicit formulas, we neglect an
additional dependence of the ASPK on volatility in our analysis. In particular, we
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 , 0 ≤t ≤ T, (1)
with ai,di ∈ R, N ∈ N∪{¥}. To generate arbitrage-free asset prices the only re-
striction which has to be imposed on the parameters is that 0 < ft,T < ¥, P-a.s. This
speciﬁcation is rather general so that many different characteristics of the ASPK can
be matched. Obviously the power function is a special case with N = 1 in equation
(1). This shape of the ASPK can either be related to a representative investor with
declining relative risk aversion or to the aggregation of N investors with power utility
(see D¨ uring and L¨ uders, 2005).
The ﬂexibility of the ASPK is of great importance for option pricing but also for
empirical investigations of option markets since recent empirical literature points to
very complicated functional forms of empirical ASPKs. The main advantage of this
class of ASPKs, besides the fact that very ﬂexible shapes of the asset speciﬁc pricing
kernel can be well approximated, is that these ASPKs are characterized by a series of
non-central moments of the random variable. Hence, for different, one-dimensional
distributions of the underlying asset, the ASPK and asset prices have been computed
(L¨ uders and Franke, 2004) and analytical option pricing formulas have been derived
(D¨ uring and L¨ uders, 2005). Let us mention that in the literature there are also other
parametric approaches to study the form of the ASPK, among others the orthogo-
nal polynomial approach of Rosenberg and Engle (2002). D¨ uring and L¨ uders (2005)
provides a discussion of the technical aspects of characterization (1) as well as a
comparison with other approaches to model the ASPK. Note that characterization (1)
can also be further generalized to allow for more ﬂexibility in time by allowing the
coefﬁcients to be functions of time rather than being constant, without affecting the
main results of this paper. We give an example in Section 4.1. In the following sec-
tion we derive analytical formulas for asset prices and European option prices based
on this class of ASPK when the information process is a two-dimensional diffusion
with stochastic volatility. We also consider credit spreads in a simple structural model
framework.6
3 Asset prices, options and credit spreads









t = rdt on a given ﬁltered probability space (W,F,Ft,P)
where (Ft)t∈[0,T] is the ﬁltration generated by W augmented by all the F-null sets,
with F =FT. We assume that the value of the underlying asset at expiration is given






dst = a(st)dt +b(st)dW
(2)
t , (2)
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T with I0,s0 > 0. Intuitively, such an information structure models the
uncertainty about the “true” riskiness of IT. Or, in other words, it accounts for the
fact that not only the terminal value itself but also the amount of risk associated
with it is unknown. Different choices for the drift coefﬁcient a(st) and diffusion
coefﬁcient b(st) will lead to different models. By introducing a second risk factor
this characterization of the information process is more ﬂexible and realistic than
the ones used previously in the literature. Through appropriate choices for the drift
function a(st) it allows to introduce mean-reverting patterns of volatility ‘shocks’
which model information events like proﬁt warnings.
3.1 The general pricing methodology
Our pricing methodology works in general as follows. In an arbitrage-free market the
value of a European call (with expiration date T) at time t ≤ T is given by
C(It,st,t) = E[max(IT −K,0) ft,T|Ft].
Assume that the asset speciﬁc pricing kernel is characterized by equation (1) and






























    
























































where f (IT,t) is the conditional density function of IT where sT is arbitrary. The
price of a European put can be determined similarly or from the put-call parity. For






















In the next two subsections we choose a speciﬁc form of the drift coefﬁcient a(st)
and the diffusion coefﬁcient b(st). This allows us to derive analytical formulas for
asset prices and European call options. Moreover, we determine credit spreads of
corporate bonds using a structural model approach.
3.2 Analytical formulas for asset and option prices
In the following we choose the drift and diffusion coefﬁcient in (2) to be
a(st) = k(q −st) and b(st) = v
√
st,
respectively, where k is the constant mean reversion speed, q is the long-run mean
of st, and v is the constant volatility of volatility. Hence, the volatility is non-central
chi-squared distributed.
First, consider a European call option with strike price K that expires at time T.
Then, from equation (3) and the fact that IT is distributed according to (2) it follows
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where wi are weights and the prices Ci are given by
Ci(F
(i)
t ,st,t;K) = F
(i)
t I1−KI2,



































b = k −rv(ix +dk), d1 = di+1, d2 = di,8
The ‘virtual asset’ price F
(i)
















   Ft
  (7)
= IteA(T−t,0;di+1)−A(T−t,0;di)+st[B(T−t,0;di+1)−B(T−t,0;di)], 0 ≤t ≤ T.
We call this a virtual asset price since F
(i)
t is the price that would hold if the elasticity
of the ASPK were di. The derivation of (7) is also given in the appendix.
To get a better understanding of equation (5), note that if N = 1 and d = −1 then
the ﬁrst term in equation (5) is one and the option price is given by a formula, which
looks similar as the Heston (1993, p.331) option pricing formula. However, recall that
in the present situation the ASPK is given by a power function, while in the Heston
case it is not. So the formulas do not coincide. If N > 1 then the option price is a
weighted sum of option prices, where every price Ci(F
(i)
t ,st,t;K) corresponds to an
economy with constant elasticity di. For very small levels of volatility of volatility,
i.e. as v → 0, the evolution of the volatility becomes deterministic. Hence, formula
(5) approaches the values of the generalized Black-Scholes pricing formula derived in




If, additionally, N = 1 and d = −1, we recover the Black-Scholes formula.





























t , 0 ≤t ≤ T. (8)
The proposed class of ASPKs therefore yields an analytical formulas for asset prices
and for European options which are given by a weighted sum of generalized prices
withstochastic volatility.Note that these formulas arewritten intermsof the expected
terminal value It of the underlying. This can be sometimes more convenient, when no
market price for the underlying is available but the investors have some knowledge
about the expected future payoff of the underlying. Moreover, pricing formulas de-
pending explicitly on investors’ expectations and on the parameters of the ASPK can
be applied as a tool to study the impact of expectations and preferences on asset and
option prices. In the case that asset prices are available, the observable price of the
underlying is given by (8).
3.3 Credit spreads in a simple structural model
The yield difference between corporate bonds and treasury bonds due to credit risk
is called the credit spread. In this section we investigate credit spreads under the
generalized ASPK and the dynamics of It as given above. Here, we will only be
concerned with the fraction of the credit spread that is inﬂicted by default risk. Other
important factors like illiquidity and asymmetric taxation are not considered here.
We develop a simple structural model. We assume that a ﬁrm issues a risky zero9
coupon bond Z that can only default at maturity T. The bond defaults if the ﬁrm
value at maturity is lower than a given default boundary D. We consider two different
scenarios of investor compensation in case of default:
1. In case of default, bond holders receive a constant recovery rate R∈(0,1). Under
















where each Zi(It,st,t;D) is corresponding to an economy with constant elasticity



































b = k −rv(ix +di).
2. In case of default, bond holders receive a constant fraction R ∈ (0,1) of the ter-

















where Pi(It,st,t;D) are put option prices corresponding to an economy with con-
stant elasticity di. For very small levels of volatility of volatility, i.e. as v → 0,
the evolution of the volatility becomes deterministic. Then, if N = 1 and d = −1,
the credit spreads of formula (10) approach the spreads of Merton (1974) with




We close this section with a note on the implementation of the above formulas. All
formulas can easily be implemented and efﬁciently computed in real-time. However,
there are two subtle points to note. First, the integrands appearing in the numerical
integration which has to be performed can by highly oscillating. Therefore, the use of
an adaptive integration method is recommended. We use an adaptive Gauß-Lobatto
quadrature formula in our numerical simulations. The second issue is related to the
complex logarithm appearing in the formulas. Standard algebraic software will typi-
cally returnthe principal value of the complex logarithm which has a branch cut along
the negative real axis. If during numerical integration the argument in the complex
logarithm crosses this axis, numerical problems can occur. Similar problems appear
in the numerical implementation of the Heston (1993) option pricing formula. Dif-
ferent solutions to it have been suggested in the literature, cf. Kahl and J¨ ackel (2005)
and Albrecher et al. (2007).10
4 Effects of different pricing kernels
4.1 Asset prices with excess volatility
To study the quantitative implications of non-constant elasticity of the ASPK and to
get a better understanding of the inﬂuence of the model parameters, we ﬁrst take a
look at the price of the underlying, given by (8). Figure 1 shows plots of the underly-
ing’s price for different parameter sets for
– a two-term pricing kernel with declining elasticity with N = 2, a1 = 1, a2 = 5,
d1 = −1, d2 = −10, and for
– a standard pricing kernel with constant elasticity with N = 1, a1 = 1, d1 = −1.
The left plot shows prices for different values of volatility st while the volatility
of volatility v = 0.1 is ﬁxed. The right plot shows prices for different choices for
the volatility of volatility v while the actual volatility is kept constant at st = 0.04.
In both plots, the time horizon is T −t = 3 years, the long-run mean of volatility
q = 0.04 and other parameter values are as shown in Table 1. Under the ASPK with
constant elasticity the information and the asset price show a linear dependence. For
the ASPK with declining elasticity the relationship becomes strongly nonlinear, with
regions where an investor is only willing to pay a slightly higher price for the asset in
spite of grown expectations on the asset’s terminal value. On the other hand, there are
regions, where the asset price that is rational under this investor preferences is rising
fast although little additional information is provided. We observe that the price of
the underlying is decreasing with increasing actual volatility st. It also decreases
when volatility of volatility v is increased for both pricing kernels, although for the
standard pricing kernel the differences are very small. Note that the plots display the
asset price depending on the information level It at the ﬁxed time T −t = 3. With
time approaching maturity the ‘hump-shaped’ asset price will smoothly approach the
identity, since at maturity asset price and information level coincide, i.e. FT = IT. To
study the inﬂuence of the ASPK on the temporal evolution of asset prices we simulate
(2) using Monte Carlo simulation. We compute times series on a daily basis using an
Euler-Maruyama discretization. The time horizon is 3 years or 756 business days.
For the current volatility and its long-run mean we use st = q = 0.016641. The other
parameters are as shown in Table 1. Some sample time series are shown in Figure 2.
Below each time series plot daily log returns of the information and the asset price
process are shown.
Table 1: Default parameters for numerical simulations.
Parameter Value
correlation r = −0.28
volatility of volatility v = 0.1
mean reversion speed k = 1.1611

























































Fig. 1: Price Ft of the underlying asset as a function of the information level It for
a two-term pricing kernel (thick lines, N = 2, a1 = 1,a2 = 5, d1 = −1, d2 = −10)
and for a standard pricing kernel with constant elasticity (thin lines, N = 1, a1 = 1,
d1 = −1.) The left ﬁgure shows prices for different values of volatility st and the
right for different choices for the volatility of volatility v. The time to maturity is
T −t = 3 years and other parameter values are as shown in Table 1.
The asset price Ft is always smaller or equal than the value of the information
process. Recall that Ft is the forward asset price and we have chosen a riskless bond
as numeraire. The gap between the forward asset price Ft and the information pro-
cess It, that quantiﬁes the investors’ current expectation of the terminal ﬁrm value,
can be interpreted as a deduction for risk. It is larger in states with higher actual
volatility and approaches zero as time approaches maturity T. When the information
goes up, volatility is typically low, and the gap closes. The time series for the asset
prices exhibit excess volatility and days with large negative returns although the in-
formation about the ﬁnal ﬁrm value has only changed little. These negative shocks
are a result of the stochastic volatility which is negatively correlated with the infor-
mation process and the strongly nonlinear interplay between information and asset
price process shown in Figure 1. Recall that our pricing model is based on rational
expectations. The shock-like, large negative returns occur without exogenously added
jumps in the underlying diffusion processes and are not result of learning or overcon-
ﬁdence effects. They are completely endogenously explained by rational behavior,
more precisely by the investor’s risk preference structure which is characterized by
the shape of the ASPK. Our results are also in line with the theoretical ﬁndings of
Franke et al. (1999), who show (for an information process following a geometric
Brownian motion) that in the case of declining elasticity, the variance of the forward
price increases relative to the constant elasticity case, and also that returns exhibit
negative autocorrelation.12



































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 2: Simulated time series for asset price Ft and information It for a two-term
pricing kernel (N = 2, a1 = 1,a2 = 5, d1 = −1, d2 = −10). Logarithms of daily
returns for Ft and It are shown below each graph. Time horizon is T −t = 3 years
(756 business days) and other parameter values are as shown in Table 1 except s0 =
q = 0.016641.13






























































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 3: Simulated time series for asset price Ft and information It for a time-dependent
two-term pricing kernel (N = 2, a1 = 1,a2(t) = 2.5[tanh(10(t −1))+tanh(−10(t −
2))], d1 = −1, d2 = −10). The ASPK switches smoothly from constant elasticity
to declining elasticity and back. Logarithms of daily returns for Ft and It are shown
below each graph. Time horizon is T −t = 3 years (756 business days) and other
parameter values are as shown in Table 1 except s0 = q = 0.016641.14
In reality, investor preferences will not be constant over time. They will change
whencertainexogenousinformationevents,favorableorunfavorable,likeproﬁtwarn-
ings or forecasts of economic stagnation or recession occur. It is possible to in-
corporate such changes in investor preferences in our model by employing a time-
dependent ASPK. Since all integration in the pricing formulas are performed over
the information variable, we can introduce time-dependent coefﬁcients ai(t), di(t) in
the speciﬁcation (1) of the ASPK.
To illustrate this, we repeat the simulation, but replace the time-constant ASPK
by a time-dependent two-term ASPK with
a1(t) ≡ 1, a2(t) = 2.5[tanh(10(t −1))+tanh(−10(t −2))], d1 = −1, d2 = −10.
This ASPK changes smoothly from constant elasticity during the ﬁrst year to an
ASPK with declining elasticity during the second year and back. Some sample time
series are shown in Figure 3. Below each time series plot daily log returns of the
information and the asset price process are shown. We observe that during the ﬁrst
year and the third, where the ASPK has constant elasticity, the forward asset price
Ft is always close to the information level It. However, in the second year, when
the investor changes his risk preference structure, decline in the information It and
accompanying high levels of volatility can lead to strong downward movements in
the forward asset price.
4.2 Option prices
Next we turn to the effect of different ASPKs on the option price. We plot the price
difference between the prices from formula (5) and Black-Scholes prices for different
pricing kernels in Figure 4 using the parameter values from Table 1. These parameter
choices are motivated by the time-series estimates that were obtained in Bakshi et al.
(1997) from daily returns and volatility changes of the S&P 500 index during a period
from June 1988 to May 1991.
First,weusethestandardpricingkernelwithconstantelasticity,i.e.,wesetN =1,
a = 1, d = −1. The price differences compared to the Black-Scholes price displayed
in Figure 4 show that call option prices are signiﬁcantly higher in-the-money and
lower out-of-the-money. For a two-term ASPK with declining elasticity (N =2, a1 =
1,a2 =5, d1 =−1, d2 =−3,−5) we observe that the option prices are higher and the
price difference is smaller out-of-the-money and more pronounced for in-the-money
options. Such patterns are also found in empirical studies. The option prices increase
for smaller values of d. This is consistent with Theorem 1 in Franke et al. (1999)
who show that option prices are ceteris paribus higher under declining elasticity of
the ASPK than under constant elasticity of the ASPK.
Stock return distributions observed in empirical studies show negative skewness
and higher levels of kurtosis than explained by lognormal distribution used in the
standard Black and Scholes (1973) option pricing formula. Alternative models have
been proposed in the literature to address these issues. One of the most successful
and widely accepted approaches is the stochastic volatility model of Heston (1993).






































Fig. 4: Option price differences between prices from formula (5) and the Black-
Scholes price for different pricing kernels: pricing kernel with constant elasticity
(N =1, a =1, d =−1), and two term pricing kernel with declining elasticity (N =2,
a1 =1,a2 =5, d1 =−1, d2 =−3,−5). Option prices are ceteris paribus higher under
declining elasticity of the ASPK than under constant elasticity of the ASPK.
model demands for unreasonable levels of correlation r and volatility of volatility
v to match the skewness and kurtosis effects observed in market option prices. The
model seems to be misspeciﬁed, although this does not imply that the model cannot
be applied successfully. In the following, we want to illustrate how the option pricing
approach developed in the previous section can help to alleviate this shortcoming.
We compute the prices from the generalized prices from formula (5) and Heston
(1993) prices. First, we use the standard pricing kernel with constant elasticity i.e.
we set N = 1, a = 1, d = −1. The price differences compared to the Black-Scholes
price displayed in the left plot of Figure 5 show that call option prices are higher
in-the-money and lower out-of-the-money. Prices are very similar as from the Heston
(1993) formula. We used the same parameter values, current volatility st =0.04, time
to maturity T −t = 0.5 and the other parameters as given in Table 1 for both models,
although we increase the long run mean slightly from q = 0.04 to q = 0.043 for the
Heston model so that both models match at the money.
Next, we would like to generate the strong negative skewness and high levels
of kurtosis that are present in empirical data with both pricing formulas. Using the
Heston model, we can achieve this by changing the parameters, for example, to
q = 0.07, r = −0.5, v = 0.15, (11)
since these control the moments of the underlying distribution. Increasing these three
values is what typically is necessary to match market option prices with the Heston
(1993) formula. However, these parameter values are now no longer consistent with
time-series estimates, e.g. such a strong negative correlation cannot be found in typi-
cal data. Interestingly, similar prices can be found using formula (5), if we use a two-
term ASPK with declining elasticity (N = 2, a1 = 1,a2 = 5, d1 = −1, d2 = −5.5)
and still retain the more realistic parameter values used before. The price differences16

























































Fig. 5: Option price differences with respect to the Black-Scholes price of gener-
alized prices from formula (5) and Heston (1993) prices for different pricing ker-
nels: standard pricing kernel with constant elasticity (N = 1, a = 1, d = −1, left),
two term pricing kernel with declining elasticity (N = 2, a1 = 1,a2 = 5, d1 = −1,
d2 = −5.5, right). To generate the negative skewness in the right plot, the parameters
in the Heston (1993) model have to be set to unrealistic values that are no longer
consistent with time-series data. For the generalized prices from formula (5) this is
done by choosing an appropriate ASPK while retaining realistic model parameters.
compared to the Black-Scholes price are displayed in the right plot of Figure 5 for
both approaches. The differences between the two approaches are small,and the qual-
itative behavior is very similar.
We also compute the implied volatilities of the option prices using the following
iteration procedure. Let C be the option price computed by one of models and let
s(0) be a given starting value. Then,
– For a given volatility s(n) compute the Black-Scholes option price C(s(n)),
– Compute s(n+1) = s(n)−
C(s(n))−C
C′(s(n)) ,
– Set n := n+1, repeat cycle.
Let s
(n)
i denote the nth iterate of the implied volatility at grid point Ii. We stop the
















becomes less than 10−5.
Using the above setting we compute the implied volatilities for the two settings
above: The Heston (1993) model with realistic and unrealistic parameters on one
hand, and the pricing formula (5) with realistic parameters using the two different
pricing kernels, one with constant, the other with declining elasticity. The results are
shown in Figure 6. For the Heston model with realistic parameters from Table 1 and
for the pricing formula (5) with the constant elasticity ASPK, the implied volatility is17
more or less ﬂat (see left plot of Figure 6). Empirical data typically show a signiﬁcant
volatilityskew,i.e.theimpliedvolatilityforin-the-moneycalls(i.e.out-of-the-money
puts) is signiﬁcantly higher than the implied volatility of at-the-money calls and out-
of-the-money calls. In the Heston model such a shape is obtained by increasing the
parameters to the unrealistic values (11), see the right plot of Figure 6. For formula
(5) using the two-term ASPK we ﬁnd implied the volatility skew to be similar with





















































Fig. 6: The ﬁgure shows the implied volatilities for the two different settings: Heston
model with realistic parameter values from Table 1 and the prices from formula (5)
using a pricing kernel (N = 1, a = 1, d = −1) with constant elasticity (left plot),
Heston (1993) model with unrealistic parameter values and the prices from formula
(5) using a two term pricing kernel (N =2, a1 =1,a2 =5, d1 =−1, d2 =−5.5 (right
plot).
This illustrates, that using formula (5) with parameters from time-series data we
can compute option prices that are consistent with empirical ﬁndings. Moreover, from
a modeling point of view it has the advantage that the model parameters are clearly
separated from the ﬁtting parameters. The model parameters s0,q, r, v, k can be
chosen from suitable estimates, e.g. of historic time-series data. To ﬁt the model to




1995) predict that the term structure of spreads is upward-sloping for high-grade
bonds and downward-sloping for low-grade bonds. The intuition for a downward-
slope is that low-grade bonds have a chance to upgrade. However, this is rejected
by practitioners who claim that the term structure should always be upward slop-
ing. The ﬁrm’s leverage in the Merton (1974) model is implicitly falling since the
ﬁrm value is drifting upwards at the riskless interest rate in the risk-neutral world. If18
one maintains a constant leverage ratio, this results in larger spreads and a upward-
sloping term structure (Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein, 2001). This is e.g. justiﬁed by
the assumption that ﬁrms issue additional debt or retire outstanding debt to maintain
a target leverage ratio. In contrast, our model is based on the information process It
that reﬂects the investor’s expectation of the terminal ﬁrm value. This information
process has no drift, hence our model guarantees a constant leverage ratio implicitly.
A second shortcoming of structural models is that the predicted spreads are too low.
In our approach the size of the spreads is related to the investor preferences through
the speciﬁc shape of the ASPK. To illustrate this, we report some results of numerical
experiments we carried out.
Huang and Huang (2003) collected a number of historical data underlying their
calibration study of different models. For B rated ﬁrms they report the average yield
spread to be 470 basis points (bps) at 4 and 10 years. Based on their data we choose
the leverage ratio to be 0.65, i.e. we look at B rated bonds, and ﬁx the recovery rate
at R = 0.5. We set st = q = 0.016641 and the other values as given in Table 1. We
use two ASPKs,
– a standard pricing kernel with constant elasticity with N = 1, a1 = 1, d1 = −1,
and d2 = −10, and
– a two-term pricing kernel declining elasticity with N = 2, a1 = 1, a2 = 5, d1 =
−1, d2 = −3.3.
Then we compute the credit spreads using formula (9). The resulting credit spreads
are shown in Figure 7.
























Fig. 7: The ﬁgure shows the credit spreads for B rated bonds computed from formula
(9) using two different pricing kernels: one with constant elasticity (dashed line), the
other with declining elasticity (solid line). The spreads are upward-sloping. Using the
ASPK with declining elasticity they are of the order of historical estimates.
The spreads are upward sloping, unlike in the Merton (1974) model but in agree-
ment with practitioner’s claims. Under the ASPK with constant elasticity they are
rather small and increase only slowly. Using the ASPK with declining elasticity how-
ever, they are show a steep ascent and then increase only moderately. The order of
the spreads in this case agrees quite well with the historical estimates.19
To understand better the possibilities and limitations of our credit spread model
it would be interesting to perform an empirical analysis. However, empirical stud-
ies of credit spreads using structural models are rather rare and are complicated by
additional issues like coupon payment. On the other hand, the focus of this paper is
on modelling investor risk preferences and understanding the interplay of the ASPK,
risk preferences and asset and option prices and credit spreads. Therefore, we are
rather interested in pricing methodology and modeling investor expectations and re-
frain from an empirical study which would be beyond the scope of this paper.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a pricing approach for assets, European options and credit
spreadsbasedonageneralizedspeciﬁcationoftheassetspeciﬁcpricingkernel(ASPK).
The underlying information process is modelled by a two-dimensional diffusion. This
rather general information process with stochastic volatility allowed us to derive an-
alytical asset and option pricing formulas as well as to determine credit spreads in a
simple structural model. The main observations can be summarized as follows. First,
the asset prices in this rational expectations model show excess volatility and exhibit
crash-like patterns in the asset price. Second, the resulting option pricing formula is
consistent with the strong negative skewness and high levels of kurtosis observed in
empirical studies. Third, the credit spreads derived in a simple structural model yield
qualitatively and quantitatively promising results. Our approach may also be useful
to infer empirical ASPK from option prices and credit spreads. As in existing para-
metric approaches it would allow to ﬁt the ASPK to market data and could therefore
be used for an empirical analysis of ASPKs.
A Mathematical proofs and formulas
A.1 Asset price formula (7)
First, we address the formula (7). The virtual asset price F
(i)
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for arbitrary d. Assuming that V =V(I,s,t) and sufﬁciently


























b2(s)Vss +a(s)Vs = 0, (12)
which has to be solved for I,s > 0, 0 < t < T with ﬁnal condition V(I,s,T) = Id. Similar as in Heston
(1993)weguessthatthesolution isoftheformV =IdP.Performingthetransformationofvariablesx=lnI20
and ˜ t = T −t (we immediately drop the tilde in the following) and substituting this functional form into























sd(d −1)P = 0, (13)


































In the following we assume that a(s) = k(q −s) and b(s) = v
√
s. This allows us to solve explicitly
for the characteristic function of P. Otherwise, one could resort to solve (14) numerically. By inserting
the ansatz ˆ P = eA(t,x;d)+sB(t,x;d)+ixx with A(0,x;d) = B(0,x;d) = 0 into (14) we get the two ordinary










































[x2 +ix(1−2d)+d(1−d)]v2+b2, b = k −rv(ix +d).











e−ixx ˆ P(x,s,0)dx =
 
R





d0(x)eA(t,x;d)+sB(t,x;d)+ixxdx = eA(t,0;d)+sB(t,0;d). (16)
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  = IteA(T−t,0;di+1)−A(T−t,0;di)+st[B(T−t,0;di+1)−B(T−t,0;di)].21
A.2 Option pricing formula (5)









Applying Itˆ o’s lemma, W(I,s,t) has to solve (12) with ﬁnal condition
W(I,s,T) = Id max(I−K,0).
We make use of the ansatz
W = Id(IP1 −KP2) (17)
with P1,2(I,s,T) = 1I≥K. Thus, P1,2 can be interpreted as the conditional probabilities that the option
expires in the money. Equation (12) is linear, hence both terms of (17) have to satisfy (12) separately.
Applyingthetransformationsasaboveandinsertingeachpartseparatelyinto(12),weobtaintwoequations
like (13) for P1,2, where d has to be replaced by d +1 in case of P1. Performing now a complex Fourier
transform (also called extended transform), i.e. x ∈ C, we ﬁnd that P1,2 have to solve (14).
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where I1 and I2 are given by (6) and F
(i)
t by (7). Thus, formula (5) is proved.22
A.3 Credit spreads
We assume that the risky zero coupon bond Z can only default at maturity T. The bond defaults if the
ﬁrm value at maturity is lower than a given default boundary D. In case of default, bond holders receive a
constant recovery rate R ∈ (0,1). Thus, the bond’s cash ﬂow at maturity is given by
Z(IT,sT,T) = 1−(1−R)1IT<D.
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where wi are the weights and Zi(It,st,t;D) are corresponding to an economy with constant elasticity di.
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for arbitrary
d. From Itˆ o’s lemma follows, that Zi solves (12) with ﬁnal condition
Zi(I,s,T) = Id1IT<D.
We make use of the ansatz
Zi = IdP3
with P3(I,s,T) = 1I<D. Thus, P3 is the conditional probability that default occurs. Applying the trans-
formations as above, we obtain an equation like (13) for P3. We continue as above and ﬁnd that P3 has to
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= IdP3(x,s,t)23














   
























































(x2 +ix (1−2di)+di(1−di))v2 +b2,
b = k −rv(ix +di).
Thus, formula (18) is fully proved.
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